
Berlin Leipzig SeminarAnalysis/probability theorySeond Meeting Summer Term 2010Organized by the DFG Researh Group Analysis and Stohastis in Complex Physial SystemsDate: Friday, 9 July 2010Venue: Tehnial University Berlin, Institute for Mathematis, Str. des 17. Juni 136, 10623Berlin, Room MA313 Programme:9:40�10:30: Mihel Ledoux (University of Toulouse)The geometry of onvolution inequalitiesAbstrat: The Brasamp-Lieb inequalities for multiple integrals desribe versions of the Hölderinequality in diretions of the Eulidean spae. Established �rst by symmetrisation, optimisationof Gaussian kernels or optimal transportation, reent developments by E. Carlen, E. Lieb, M.Loss and J. Bennett, A. Carbery, M. Christ, T. Tao put forward a new approah by evolutionalong the heat equation. In partiular, this proof relies on suitable geometri deompositionsof the identity, whih give diret aess to some famous onvolution inequalities in HarmoniAnalysis with their best onstants.10:40�11:30: Dorothee Knees (Weierstrass Institute Berlin)On the vanishing visosity method in frature mehanisAbstrat: The Gri�th riterion is an energeti frature riterion whih is frequently applied todeide whether a preexisting rak in an elasti body is stationary for given external fores.Moreover, a great number of models rely on the Gri�th riterion and desribe the time evolutionof a rak. In this leture we model the evolution of a single rak as a rate-independent proessbased on the Gri�th riterion and disuss di�erent possibilities for setting up suh models. Inthe last years mainly two approahes were followed: Models based on global energy minimization(elasti energy + dissipation) and models based on a loal desription of fore balane type.Our fous lies on the analysis of loal models whih appear as the limit of evolution modelswith a visous regularization. Moreover, we disuss the onvergene of fully disretized mo-dels (i.e. with respet to time and spae) to the loal model. The onvergene proof relies onnew regularity estimates for the elasti �elds lose to the rak tip taking into aount non-penetration onditions on the rak faes. Finally an outlook to phase-�eld like damage modelswill be given. The advantage of these models is that no a-priori knowledge on the rak pathis needed. The researh is joint work with A. Mielke, R. Rossi, A. Shröder and C. Zanini.11:40�12:30: Erwin Bolthausen (TU Berlin, on leave from University of Zurih)On the ultrametriity problem in spin glass theoryAbstrat: Ultrametriity is a very puzzling open problem in spin glass theory. We desribe theproblem, disuss why it is thought to be important, and present attempts to shed some lighton it.Everybody is welome to attend. Wolfgang König, TU Berlin and WIAS Berlin


